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Abstrat. This paper desribes my submission to one of the sub-problems
formulated for the Preditive Toxiology Challenge 2001. The hallenge
is to predit the arinogeniity of hemials based on strutural infor-
mation only. I have only takled suh preditions for bioessays involving
male rats. As we urrently do not know the true preditions for the test-
set, all we an say is that one of the models supplied by us seems to be
optimal over some subrange of the ROC spetrum. The suessful model
uses a voting approah based on most of the sets of strutural features
made available by various other ontestants as well as the organizers in an
earlier phase of the Challenge. The WEKA Mahine Learning workbenh
served as the ore learning utility. Based on a preliminary examination
of our submission we onlude that reliable predition of arinogeniity
is still a far away goal.
1 Introdution
Environmentally-indued aners are a serious health problem. All relevant data
was olleted by the US National Toxiology Program (NTP) whih onduts
standardized hemial bioassays. The Preditive Toxiology Challenge was ini-
tiated to motivate Mahine Learning researher into takling this important
predition problem.
In the rst stage various researh groups generated sets of features that they
thought would be relevant in prediting arinogeniity. All these were made
available from the PTC webpage [1℄. We used six of those feature sets as well as
one additional set we generated loally. The next setion will disuss how single
lassiers for eah of those sets were rst seleted and then ombined into a nal
two-level model. The setion thereafter will then disuss the seven base-level
models in some detail. Finally, we draw a few pessimisti onlusions.
2 Seleting and Voting Classiers
Two very useful piees of applied mahine learning knowledge are:
2{ Using the right features makes all the dierene.
{ Ensembles of lassiers usually outperform single lassiers.
Following that advie we initially downloaded everything available, onverted
it all into an appropriate format for our tools
1
, and did a ouple of initial exper-
iments trying to get \a feel" for the problem. These initial results were rather
disappointing. All algorithms that we tried performed rather poorly. Basially
two ndings were made:
1. No single method improved predition by more than 10 perentage points
over the default predition. 65% proved to be the limit.
2. Methods like logisti disriminant, linear support vetor mahines and Naive
Bayes lassiation outperformed deision-tree or rule-based learning meth-
ods. Interestingly, all these methods an be thought of as alternative ways of
omputing a single hyperplane separating two lasses. Like in text lassia-
tion, these methods seem to do well in domains where there is an abundane
of weak features, but no need or possiblity of forming reasonable logial
ombinations of features.
These rather disappointing results aused us to searh for alternative feature
sets, hoping that these might improve predition. Most of these attempts were
futile as well, only one attempt of apturing some three-dimensional knowledge
performed on a par with the better ones of the supplied feature sets. Conse-
quently, we deided to use the following seven feature sets to indue appropriate
lassiers for eah set and to simply vote these lassiers for deriving nal pre-
ditions. We have exluded any feature set where the improvements over default
auraies were insigniant. The nal feature sets are:
1. KULeuven features: a very small set of just 10 summary features. A logisti
disriminant was onstruted.
2. Sens features: 13 features representing linear sub-fragments that were de-
rived in a lass-sensitive manner. A logisti disriminant was onstruted.
3. NTP features: a set of 24 physio-hemial desriptors of ompounds. A bag
of 10 logisti disriminants was onstruted.
4. Dragon features: a set of 839 features omputed by the Dragon program.
A linear support vetor mahine was onstruted.
5. FCSS odes: a set of 402 features supplied by the VINITI researh group.
A linear support vetor mahine was onstruted.
6. Bonds3D features: 324 features apturing distanes in 3D spae between
various pairs of bonds.
7. BCI ngerprints: 5212 features desribing substrutures. A Naive Bayes las-
sier was onstruted.
1
The WEKA mahine learning workbenh is available under the Gnu Publi Liense
and an be downloaded from http://www.s.waikato.a.nz/~ml
3Voting these seven lassiers worked pretty well, adding a ouple of perent-
age points lifting preditive auraies to about 70% in ross-validation tests
over the training-set.
So when reeiving the nal test-set for predition we were quite surprised
to nd that almost no hemial was predited to be arinogeni. Obviously
voting by simply summing the predited lass probabilities returned from eah
of the seven lassiers did not work as expeted. Some inspetion revealed that
most of the time if the more likely lass was \arinogeni", its probability was
only slightly larger than 0:5, so a few strong votes for \non-arinogeni" with
probabilities lose to one ould easily mask any indiations of arinogeniity.
Consequently we turned to ategorial preditions for the seven base level learn-
ers. Table 1 depits the distribution of \arinogeni" votes over the test-set
ompounds.
Table 1. Voting distribution: number of votes versus number of ompounds reeiving
exatly that number of \arinogeni" votes.
n
votes
n
ompounds
0 72
1 55
2 37
3 11
4 6
5 2
6 2
7 0
Clearly, if we insist on a majority deision, only 2 + 2 + 6 = 10 ompounds
would be lassied as \arinogeni". So we deided to set a threshold suh
that the predited distribution would be similar to the distribution found in the
training-set, whih is the only reasonable referene point available given the lak
of any further information. The exat same distribution ould be generated by
a uto somewhere between one and two votes, so we submitted atually three
sets of preditions:
{ Model M1: predits \arinogeni" if at least 1 of the seven lassiers says
so, whih is a rather autious approah trying to minimize false-negatives as
far as possible. M1 predits \arinogeni" for 113 of the 185 ompounds in
the test-set.
{ Model M2: predits \arinogeni" if at least 2 of the seven lassiers say
so. M2 predits \arinogeni" for only 58 ompounds.
{ Model M3: uses probabilities and adjusts the uto to losely mimi the
training-set distribution. M3 predits \arinogeni" for 83 ompounds.
Model M1 is the best of these three models aording to the Challenge orga-
nizers and is also optimal ompared to all submissions for some range of error
4ost as determined by the organizers using ROC urves (a good introdution to
ROC urves is given in [2℄).
To judge the individual ontribution made by eah lassier one an look
at the number of ompounds being predited as \arinogeni" by eah las-
sier in total, as well as the number of ompounds that are being predited
\arinogeni" uniquely by one lassier. Table 2 summarizes these numbers.
Table 2. Classier ontributions: total and unique ounts of \arinogeni" preditions
for eah feature set.
Feature Set Total Unique
FCSS 66 24
NTP 35 7
Dragon 28 6
Bonds3D 27 8
BCI 22 3
Sens 20 6
KULeuven 10 1
Clearly, the method ontributing most is the lassiers built over the FCSS
features. There does not seem to be muh of a dierene between the remaining
ones. The KULeuven entry has to be taken with a pinh of salt as we were not
able to utilize the full set of features, just an extremely limited subset. Also, we
need to be areful with these kind of judgements, as we urrently do not know
how many of these preditions are atually orret.
3 Individual lassiers
In this setion we will desribe the individual lassiers produed for the seven
sets of features. As all the learning methods used here basially are just esti-
mating a separating hyperplane, we depit eah model as a kind of regression
equation, where we would predit \arinogeni" if the outome of the equation
is positive, and \non-arinogeni" if the outome is negative. For the smaller
sets of features we will give the full equations, for the larger feature sets this is
infeasible and pointless anyway, so we will only try to extrat the most important
features.
How an one determine the importane of features in a regression equa-
tion? First of all the sign of the oeÆient of eah feature indiates the general
tendeny: positive oeÆients indiate features orrelates positively with \ar-
inogeniity", negative oeÆients indiate the opposite. Of ourse this is only
true for positive feature values, but most of our feature values are positive. As
for judging the magnitude of inuene, the oeÆients are not suÆient unfor-
tunately, as the ranges of values of dierent features may vastly dier. A useful
5heuristi for estimating importane is provided by the absolute value of the prod-
ut of the oeÆient and the mean of the respetive feature. This value is the
average ontribution to lassiation made by a partiular feature. We will be
using this heuristi to sort small feature sets, and to extrat the more important
features from larger sets.
In the following subsetions we desribe the seven base-level models. For
all features sets we have generally performed extensive experiments ompar-
ing deision-tree and rule-based methods, logisti disriminants, support vetor
mahines, and Naive Bayes as well as bagging and boosting. Due to exessive
runtimes, for larger data-sets some methods proved infeasible, e.g. omputing
logisti disriminants is least of the order of O(a
2
) where a is the number of at-
tributes. Clearly we annot apply logisti disriminant to datasets like the BCI
ngerprint set featuring 5212 attributes per ompound. The lassiers hosen
and reported below were the best-performing ones in ross-validations over the
training-set.
3.1 KULeuven features
This is the smallest set of all. Due to last-minute problems enountered in trans-
forming test-set features into the ARFF format mandated by WEKA, we nally
hose a very small set of just 10 summary features. Table 3 depits the full
equation.
Table 3. The regression equation for the KULeuven feature set.
CoeÆient Coeff Mean Feature
-0.0552 -1.410 N ATOMS: number of atoms
0.0006 0.127 D FG: funtional group distane
0.4372 0.119 N ARO2N2: two aromati rings with N atoms eah
0.4372 0.119 N ARO2N: two aromati rings, one N at least
0.0082 0.070 N FG: total number of funtional groups
-0.2573 -0.048 MAX DELTA CHARGE: maximal harge dierene
0.0001 0.023 WEIGHT: moleular weight
-0.0065 -0.010 N RING: number of rings
0.0500 0.008 MAX DISTANCE: maximal distane between two atoms
-0.0047 -0.004 N AROMATIC: number of aromati rings
0.7635 Interept
Clearly, the features N ARO2N2 and N ARO2N are ollinear, and so one
should have been dropped. For a more detailed desription of the features please
see the doumentation supplied by the KULeuven group.
63.2 Sens features
These 13 features represent linear sub-fragments of ompounds that were de-
rived in a lass-sensitive manner by the Freiburg group. Table 4 depits the full
equation.
Table 4. The regression equation for the Sens feature set.
CoeÆient Coeff Mean Feature
6.6183 0.8657 Br
-5.6828 -0.4461 Br-C
14.6016 0.3402 Br-C-C-Br
0.7179 0.0709 C-:::::-N
0.5704 0.0547 N-:-O
0.5704 0.0547 N-:::::-O
-0.1893 -0.0160 Br-C-C
0.0092 0.0015 :-:::-N
0.0092 0.0015 ::-:::-N
0.0092 0.0015 :::-:::-N
0.0092 0.0015 ::::-:::-N
0.0184 0.0015 :::::-:::-N
0.0184 0.0015 N-:::-:::-N
-0.4892 Interept
Clearly again we see quite a few ollinear features whih should have been
dropped at loser inspetion. Still, the equation seems reasonable in qualita-
tive terms, aording to my amateur knowledge of hemistry. The presene of
Bromium ats as a strong indiator for arinogeniity, as does the presene of
both oxygen and nitrogen onneted to an aromati ring struture.
3.3 NTP features
This feature set onsists of 24 physio-hemial desriptors of ompounds sup-
plied again by the Freiburg group. The atual lassier indued for this feature
set is a bag of 10 logisti disriminants. To save spae, we only depit one of
the ten regression equations in Table 5. Clearly the oeÆients vary between the
various bags, but the ranking of the features is mostly the same, so reproduing
just one equation should be suÆient.
Obviously the rst seven features heavily dominate the nal deision.
3.4 Dragon features
This feature set omprises 839 features as omputed by the Dragon program.
We just depit the top 15 features in Table 6. More information about the Dragon
program and generated feature set is available from the PTC webpage [1℄.
7Table 5. The rst of ten similar regression equations for the NTP feature set.
CoeÆient Coeff Mean Feature
-859.0440 -8036.27 IONIZATION POTENTIAL
-479.3035 4477.94 HOMO
-386.3687 1865.19 ELECTRONEGATIVITY
-186.6642 1685.59 HOMO LUMO
-2.4965 -915.47 TOTAL ACCESS
2.5028 722.77 NON POLAR ACCESS
2.5204 196.38 POLAR ACCESS
-0.4108 -9.06 POLARIZA
0.0023 -5.54 TOTAL ENERGY
-0.0002 2.93 ELECTRONIC ENERGY
0.0124 2.83 MOLECULAR WEIGHT
0.0358 2.81 PERC NONPOLAR
7.1313 -2.22 LUMO
0.0005 1.90 STABIL
-0.0430 -1.14 DIPOLE
0.5135 1.08 LOGP
0.3726 0.98 POINT CHG DIPOLE
0.0523 0.47 LARGEST INNERATOMIC DISTANCE
-0.0089 0.20 STRAIN
-0.0008 0.17 DELTAHF
0.1665 0.14 HYBRID DIPOLE
0.0025 -0.13 HEAT OF FORMATION
1.9928 0.13 CHARGE
-19.4291 -0.11 RADICAL
-3.1908 Interept
3.5 FCSS odes
This feature set omprises 402 features expressed using the FCSS language
submitted by the VINITI researh group from Russia. Again, just the top 15
features are depited in Table 7.
For an interpretation of the attributes seleted please refer to the doument
desribing FCSS available from the PTC webpage [1℄.
3.6 Bonds3D features
This set of 324 features is a naive attempt to apture some kind of 3D informa-
tion about ompounds. Basially distanes in 3D spae between various pairs of
bonds were omputed. For eah pair of types of bonds we ount how many suh
pairs are present and what their minimal and their maximal 3D distane is in
every ompound. If some pair is not present, we use zero for both the minimal
and maximal distane, whih is a reasonable null value in regression equations.
Atually this set of features is a subset omprising only those pairs, where one
8Table 6. The top 15 features of the Dragon feature set.
CoeÆient Coeff Mean Feature
-0.4318 -12829.8 A106: TPCM total multiple path ount
0.2608 3832.5 A142: SRW10 self-returning walk ount order 10
0.1609 895.6 A112: GMTIV Gutman MTI valene vertex degrees
0.2288 539.4 A140: SRW08 self-returning walk ount order 8
0.0972 352.7 A111: SMTIV Shultz MTI valene vertex degrees
-0.1178 -285.5 A364: W3D 3D-Wiener index
0.0513 225.0 A78: IDMT total info-ontent distane magnitude
-0.4319 -142.0 A108: PCD di of multiple path ounts to path ounts
0.0380 87.1 A120: SMTI Shultz Moleular topologial index
0.1452 83.9 A141: SRW09 self-returning walk ount order 9
0.0326 72.5 A100: GMTI Gutman Moleular topologial index
0.1591 71.1 A138: SRW06 self-returning walk ount order 6
-0.1139 -62.3 A105: TPC total path ount
-0.1083 -44.1 A366: DDI distane-distane index
-0.0927 -38.2 A382: Mor01u 3D-MORSE signal 01
2.027163 Interept
bond is either a single bond between two arbon atoms, or a single bond be-
tween a arbon atom and a hydrogen atom. There is no partiular justiation
for using this subset exept for the fat that its ross-validation performane was
superior to all other subsets tested. Again, we just depit the top 15 features in
Table 8.
An attribute \n C1C-H1N" represents the total ount of pairs of bonds of
type \C-C" and of type \N-H" that are present in a ompound, where as an
attribute like \max C1C-C1H" measures the maximal 3D distane for any pair
of bonds of type \C-C" and type \C-H".
The numbers and espeially the signs in Table 8 seem rather ounter-intuitive,
e.g. the presene of \Cl" seems to derease the likelihood of arinogeniity.
3.7 BCI ngerprints
This is the most extensive of all feature sets omprising 5212 BCI ngerprints.
BCI ngerprints have been supplied by George Cowan of Pzer Global Researh
and Development. As the top rank is dominated by negative oeÆients here,
we have deided to have both the top 10 negatives as well as the top 10 positive
terms depited in Table 9.
We have simply extrated the denition for eah BCI ngerprint from the
supplied ditionary, separating multiple entries with ommas. Please onsult the
BCI desription for more information on the meaning of these desriptors (again
available from the PTC webpage [1℄).
9Table 7. The top 15 features of the FCSS feature set.
CoeÆient Coeff Mean Feature
-0.952 -0.571 AC-6-06
1.133 0.238 AC-200331
-1.188 -0.099 AC-201131
-1.188 -0.075 AC-1300241
0.516 0.068 AC-1200331
0.483 0.057 AC-1201411
1.175 0.053 AC-500051
-1.323 -0.044 AC-1200241
-0.563 -0.039 AC-66-10
0.446 0.037 AC-1301331
-0.302 -0.035 AC-1201131
-0.288 -0.035 AC-3100331
0.600 0.034 AC-2400331
0.589 0.034 AC-500331
-1.369 -0.033 AC-264021
0.18823 Interept
4 Conlusions
Given all the information and gures above reporting rather meager performane
gains overall it is obvious that we urrently annot predit arinogeniity of
new ompounds reliably. Investigating alternative approahes to strit yes/no
deisions like prediting rankings for sets of ompounds or even trying to predit
LD50 dosages diretly, might be promising.
But the major urrent shortoming { we suppose { is simply a lak of data
given the diversity of ompounds enountered. A few hundred data points just
does not seem to suÆe. We are ondent that methods similar to those desribed
here should deliver good predition rates when supplied with larger datasets de-
sribing at least a few thousand ompounds. The methods desribed above would
sale to datasets of suh sizes. Unfortunately, suh data urrently is proprietory
knowledge of hemial ompanies only.
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Table 8. The top 15 features of the Bonds3D feature set.
CoeÆient Coeff Mean Feature
-0.473 -39.06 n C1H-C1H
0.710 24.60 n C1H-C2C
-0.247 -23.81 n C1C-C1H
0.702 17.88 n C1C-C2C
-0.906 -16.82 n C1H-C1N
0.528 11.36 n C1H-C1O
0.553 6.70 n C1C-C1O
-0.904 -5.58 max C1C-C1H
0.955 4.79 n C1C-H1N
-0.441 -4.59 n C1C-C1N
-0.597 -4.15 max C1H-C1H
-0.809 -4.12 max C1C-C1C
0.657 3.03 n C1C-C2O
-0.505 -2.77 n C1CL-C1H
-0.445 -2.49 n C1C-C1CL
0.531305 Interept
Table 9. The top 10 negative and positive features of the BCI ngerprints feature set.
CoeÆient Coeff Mean Feature
-1.194 -1.145 AttrCor-1244: AAAAaAA
-0.591 -0.519 AttrCor-13: AAAAsAA
-0.588 -0.441 AttrCor-158: AS4Aaa4Aaa4Aaa4A, ASC aaC aaC aaC
-0.967 -0.420 AttrCor-122: ASAAsAAsAAsAA
-0.553 -0.404 AttrCor-190: AA4Aaa4Aaa4A, AAC aaC aaC
-0.497 -0.349 AttrCor-1209: ASAAarAAarAAarAAarAAaAA
-0.502 -0.341 AttrCor-2984: AS4Aaa4Aaa4Aaa4Aaa4Aaa4A
-0.504 -0.339 AttrCor-317: RCAAarAAarAAarAAarAAarAAar
-0.469 -0.330 AttrCor-2672: ASAAarAAarAAarAAaAA
-0.476 -0.322 AttrCor-295: ASC aaC aaC aaC aaC aaC
0.600 0.133 AttrCor-487: AP4A2 2 6 4A2 2, APC 2 2 6 C 2 2
0.531 0.120 AttrCor-3096: APAA2 3 7 AA2 2
0.388 0.118 AttrCor-4355: AS5As4Arn4Arn4Arn4A, ASN sC rnC rnC rnC
0.498 0.112 AttrCor-786: AP4A2 3 7 4A2 2, APC 2 3 7 C 2 2
0.464 0.111 AttrCor-1565: APAA2 2 6 AA2 2
1.231 0.110 AttrCor-1814: aC arC arC arC arC arC aN
0.360 0.109 AttrCor-381: AS5As4Arn4Arn4Arn4Arn4A, ASN sC rnC rnC rnC rnC,
AS5As4Arn4Arn4Arn4Arn4Arn4A, ASN sC rnC rnC rnC rnC rnC
0.336 0.104 AttrCor-1733: AS5As4Arn4Arn4A, ASN sC rnC rnC
1.121 0.103 AttrCor-4272: AS6Aa4Aar4Aar4Aar4Aar4Aar4Aa5A
0.333 0.102 AttrCor-288: AA4Arn4Arn4As5A, AAC rnC rnC sN
-0.241 Interept
